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Nuffield Curriculum Centre promoting design & technology in a reconfigured curriculum

The Interaction report by David Barlex and
James Pitt and the Royal Society seminar report
"S-T-E-M Working Together for schools and
colleges" by John Holman and Michael Reiss
(London: The Royal Society) suggest that
conversations between maths, science and
design & technology teachers  are not
common. The purpose of this article is to
suggest common ground that can be used to
open up a variety of useful exchanges.
These can underpin D&T teachers’
conversations with pupils, about how the maths
they use in D&T relates to the maths they learn
in maths. As the ‘just in time’ knowledge that
pupils learn in D&T – to enable their designing
and making – may sometimes be mathematical
in nature, we may be talking with pupils about
maths that they are learning in D&T prior to
meeting it in maths lessons.

We know that learning is often situated, to the
extent that when pupils meet a concept in two
different subjects they may see it as two
discrete, unrelated pieces of learning. This is
exacerbated when two subjects have different
conventions and vocabularies for a single
concept. In his paper ‘Capability lost and found’,
Bob McCormick (2002) gave electronic circuit
diagrams (D&T and science) and orthographic
drawing (D&T and maths) as examples of this.
One valuable outcome of interdisciplinary
conversations between teachers would be that
we ‘let pupils in on the act’ by making our
different vocabularies explicit; in the case of
orthographic projection, for example, this might
involve explaining to pupils that “projecting from
one view to another” in D&T is the same thing
as “reflecting on a line of symmetry” in maths.
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John Holman and Michael Reis

Where do pupils use maths in D&T, and where
might they? To answer this, it is important
to recognise that ‘mathematical’ includes
qualitative thinking; this is particularly relevant
because when experts such as engineers
(central to the STEM ‘agenda’) engage in
problem-solving, they initially think in
qualitative terms (Glaser 1984, cited in
McCormick 2002).

The STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics) Programme
reflects a rekindling of interest in better exploiting links between
those school subjects seen to be most relevant to engineering.
See Introducing STEM by David Barlex, an article in this series
and available at www.secondarydandt.org

We should welcome this in D&T: making appropriate
use of maths to enhance pupils’ designing and
making is consistent with the broad aims
of the D&T community.

Cross curricularity
Nick Givens discusses the ways in which maths is used in secondary D&T, with a view
both to exploiting and extending these to improve pupils learning in both subjects. 

The photo on page 2 is used here with special permission.
LEGO and the LEGO logo are trademarks of the LEGO
Group. ©2007 The LEGO Group

www.secondarydandt.org


Designing
Specifying, and using a specification to provide criteria for evaluating,
rely considerably on qualitative judgments; these often involve
continuous variables. For variables such as weight, cost, volume,
physical dimensions pupils can usually identify a maximum or
minimum value:

• no more than 250 grams,

• a maximum of £5,

• no less than 2 litres internal volume

• no less than 300 mm long inside.

For variables such as physical properties of materials, pupils may initially
specify a qualitative threshold:

• strong enough

• hard enough

• tough enough

Progression in this sort of specifying could involve pinning down
quantified indicators, i.e. threshold values that could be tested

• strong enough to support a load of 20kg for 24 hours
without sustaining visible or structural damage

• tough enough to withstand being dropped onto concrete from a
height of 700mm without sustaining visible or structural damage
or loss of function,

Design decisions which involve selecting materials or components can
require reference to quantitative data; for example, a pupil designing a
scramble net as part of a small climbing frame for a toddler could choose
the diameter and number of ropes on the basis of manufacturer’s data
for static load and percentage stretch; they could also choose spacing
of ropes according to anthropometric data for toddlers, and/or British
Standards for outdoor toys and children’s climbing apparatus.

The examples offered so far relate to scale: putting numbers to what
is ‘enough’ of a particular variable for a particular purpose and context.
In D&T as well as in engineering, predicting orders of magnitude,
comparing (steel is stronger than aluminium, steel is more dense than
aluminium) are essential skills, called on repeatedly to make provisional
decisions, prior to those requiring more complex calculation.
Further mathematical progression in D&T might involve using calculations
to predict performance (i.e. modelling), using calculations.
Identifying correct component values in electronic circuit design offers
several examples, including

• calculating the resistance needed to protect a light emitting diode
(Resistance  = Voltage  / Current)

• designing for time delay (time = Resistance x Capacitance)

The latter example also requires an understanding of powers of ten in
relation to units (mega-, kilo-, milli-, micro-, nano-, pico)
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The design of mechanical systems offers many opportunities for applied
maths (see Bolt 1991 for an enthusiastic, accessible and rich guide to
calculations for mechanism design). Some designing requires no more
than qualitative considerations (e.g. faster / slower). When it comes to
examinations, and to the design or analysis of mechanical systems that
are modelled with construction kits, calculations such as transmission
ratio (velocity ratio), mechanical advantage and efficiency do employ
quantitative skills.

Design for electronics flags an issue that deserves periodic review:
should pupils continue to model through mathematics when design
software will do the calculating for them- in this case, should they do
R=V/I and t=RC calculations when spreadsheets (including those
embedded in electronic circuit simulation software) will allow them to
arrive at component values through trail and error, on-screen? 
This is a specific example of two more general dilemmas:

• when is there a place in D&T for conceptual as well as
procedural knowledge, and

• when ICT offers automated functions (be they calculating, modelling
or making), should D&T continue to teach and require pupils to use
manual and mental skills?

Costing is another example of modelling that requires arithmetical work,
carried out manually or through spreadsheets.  The issue here is not that
the mathematics involved is necessarily demanding for all pupils, but that
it is essential to some design decisions, and thereby ‘authentic’.
Herein lies an important point. When D&T makes genuine use of maths
such that it transparently influences pupils’ decisions, some pupils will
find the evident purpose of that mathematics more motivating and
purposeful than exercises based upon hypothetical situations.

©2007 The LEGO Group



Making
Planning for making calls on the elementary tools of operations research.
Gantt charts, critical path analysis, estimating and revising as plans turn to
action: each of these require and develop logical and sequential thinking.
Measuring and marking out call on knowledge of units (again, including
powers of ten), parallel lines, angles and allowances for cutting and
joining. It also draws on the valuing of accuracy, which D&T and maths
have in common. Developing pupils’ expectations about what constitutes
‘good enough’ accuracy when making, and establishing progression in
accuracy (of marking, cutting, abrading, finishing), are strongly related to
notions of acceptable error, accumulated error and ‘tolerance’. What do
we expect of a year seven pupil cutting plywood with a handsaw; that
their cut is within 1 mm, or 2mm, of the marked out line? Do we expect
right angles in acrylic cut by year 9 pupils to be within 1 degree, or two
degrees, of the marked out angle?

Analysing existing D&T
Teaching pupils to interrogate existing products also has scope for utilizing
mathematics. Factors of safety (aka factors of ignorance) illustrate how
maths is used in the assessment of risk. For example, why is it that some
early railway bridges intended for 200 ton trains travelling at 25 mph now
handle 600 ton trains at 100 mph and /or 2000 ton trains at 60mph?
It is because their designers sought to reduce risk by using a large factor
of safety (and, after the Tay bridge disaster of 1879, also used visible bulk
to reassure a shocked public). By way of contrast, modern passenger
aeroplanes are designed with a very low factor of safety. Why?
Because potential savings in weight and fuel cost, potential gains in
range, and the need to sell seats and therefore aircraft, have all driven
the development of highly reliable systems of mathematical modeling and
physical testing of prototypes to enable both unladen weight and risk to
be reduced.

The virtual modelling of the performance of aircraft and aircraft
components is now so advanced that many design decisions are made
before development of prototypes takes place. The Vivace Project has
pioneered these developments.

Around the world there are a few examples of public transport vehicles
that employ an underfloor, horizontal axis flywheel to store kinetic
energy. When the vehicle needs to accelerate away from a stop, energy
from the spinning flywheel is transferred to the wheels. When the vehicle
needs to decelerate to a halt, energy from the wheels is returned to the
flywheel, speeding it up as the vehicle slows down. At some stops,
electrical energy is supplied to speed up the flywheel, thus adding to the
energy stored. One such example is the 'Parry People mover', a very
lightweight railcar / tram designed and used in the UK (see
www.parrypeoplemovers.com/). Why don’t we have cars that work in a
similar way? Because the maths demonstrates that the technology is
unsuitable for lighter, faster and unguided vehicles. Why? In order to store
enough energy (a function of mass multiplied by velocity squared) to
accelerate a one ton car to the speed that we expect of a car, the weight
and speed of the flywheel would have to be so great that the flywheel
would act as a very powerful gyroscope, ‘over-stabilising’ the car to the
extent that it would not corner safely. (Compared with a car, a the tram
has: a higher weight; a lower maximum speed; and is guided when
cornering by the rails on which it runs).

The engineering of flywheels is fascinating. At high speeds there is a
danger of disintegration and the flywheel must be surrounded by a burst
shield and manufactured to high tolerances to avoid out of balance forces.
Traditionally, flywheels have been made from high density materials -
lead or cast iron for example. However, a carbon fibre reinforced plastic
flywheel can store 400j/kg, whereas a lead flywheel is limited to 1kj/kg
before disintegration, and a cast iron flywheel to about 30kj/kg.

Childrens toys are driven by flywheels (remember Beyblades?) so how
come they are safe, why don’t they explode? Simple really - even a
super-child cannot pull the ripcord fast enough to generate the angular
velocity required to cause the metal flywheel to disintegrate. You can find
out about the use of flywheels for electricity generation in California at
this website: www.treehugger.com/files/2007/01/flywheels_comin.php
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Flywheels that once drove the industrial
revolution and toy cars -  are now powering
public transport and generating electricity

www.vivaceproject.com/content/introduction/intro.php
www.parrypeoplemovers.com/
www.treehugger.com/files/2007/01/flywheels_comin.php


The call for a shared database of mathematical opportunities?
This article makes no claim to offer definitive or comprehensive responses
to the ‘STEM challenge’, but does seeks to stimulate conversations
between D&T teachers with colleagues in mathematics. My claims for the
mathematical content of D&T have been deliberately modest, and some
colleagues may feel they have been undersold as appliers of maths.
The potential of Food Technology (including the proportioning and
measuring of weights and volumes, converting fluid weight to volume,
scaling weights up or down for the number of eaters, matching oven
temperatures and cooking / defrosting / freezing times according to weight)
remains to be analysed, as does that of Textiles Technology (including
measuring, marking out, reducing waste, allowances for joining, load-bearing
textiles). STEM offers the D&T community an opportunity to shout about and
share our deployments of mathematics, with a view to developing these in
depth and breadth for the benefit of pupils’ learning. Collectively, the D&T
community will have a bank of examples, well worth sharing.

If you are interested in taking part in a conference to meet with
colleagues interested in the maths dimension of STEM then register
your interest by emailing mmelendez@nuffieldfoundation.org

Plans are tentative at the moment but your interest will move things
forward with the possibilities of developing a maths in  D&T showcase
and a maths d&t forum as outcomes from the conference.
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For further reading on key issues influencing the teaching of
design & technology, see the recently published:

Design & technology for the Next Generation
a collection of provocative pieces written by experts in their
field, to stimulate reflection and curriculum innovation.

Available  from the educational publishers CliffeCo at

www.dandt-thebook.com

This article is one of a series available
on the Nuffield Secondary D&T website.

www.secondarydandt.org

Nick Givens
Senior Lecturer in Education (Design & Technology)
University of Exeter
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